Solar wind forcing at Mercury: WSA-ENLIL model results
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Analysis and interpretation of observations from the MESSENGER spacecraft in orbit about Mercury require knowledge of solar wind “forcing” parameters. We have utilized the Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA)-ENLIL solar wind modeling tool in order to calculate the values of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) strength ($B$), solar wind velocity ($V$) and density ($n$), ram pressure ($\sim nV^2$), cross-magnetosphere electric field ($V \times B$), Alfvén Mach number ($M_A$), and other derived quantities of relevance for solar wind-magnetosphere interactions. We have compared upstream MESSENGER IMF and solar wind measurements to see how well the ENLIL model results compare. Such parameters as solar wind dynamic pressure are key for determining the Mercury magnetopause standoff distance, for example. We also use the relatively high-time-resolution $B$-field data from MESSENGER to estimate the strength of the product of the solar wind speed and southward IMF strength ($V_B$) at Mercury. This product $V_B$ is the electric field that drives many magnetospheric dynamical processes and can be compared with the occurrence of energetic particle bursts within the Mercury magnetosphere. This quantity also serves as input to the global magnetohydrodynamic and kinetic magnetosphere models that are being used to explore magnetospheric and exospheric processes at Mercury. Moreover, this modeling can help assess near-real-time magnetospheric behavior for MESSENGER or other mission analysis and/or ground-based observational campaigns. We demonstrate that this solar wind forcing tool is a crucial step toward bringing heliospheric science expertise to bear on planetary exploration programs.


1. Introduction

[2] A combination of empirical and numerical modeling methods has produced remarkable strides in the comprehensive understanding of solar wind conditions throughout the inner heliosphere [Arge et al., 2004; Odstrcil et al., 2004a]. This work was, at least initially, motivated by the goal of providing improved forecasts of ambient solar wind conditions at Earth’s location for so-called “space weather” purposes. The modeling methods, which will be described and utilized in this paper, rely on remote observations of the Sun from Earth-based instruments combined with empirical and physics-based numerical modeling tools. The operational use of such modeling has demonstrated continuously improving capabilities for space weather prediction for both quiet and disturbed solar conditions.
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organize MESSENGER observations of processes and phenomena inside the magnetosphere and exosphere of Mercury.

[5] The MESSENGER measurements have shown that Mercury’s internal magnetic field is largely dipolar, aligned with the planetary axis, and of the same polarity as Earth’s field [Anderson et al., 2008, 2010, 2012; Alexeev et al., 2010]. These same observations have shown that Mercury’s magnetosphere resembles that of Earth with respect to its structure [Johnson et al., 2012], but its response to changes in the upstream solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field is more extreme and occurs on timescales of just ~2–3 min [Slavin et al., 2009, 2010; Siscoe et al., 1975] rather than ~40–60 min as at Earth [McPherron et al., 1973; Baker et al., 1996]. Dayside reconnection and tail loading and unloading have been observed at Mercury, but the intensity of the dayside reconnection and the amplitude of the tail magnetic field increases are much larger than what is observed at Earth [Slavin et al., 2009, 2010]. Although terrestrial-style substorms and electrodynamic coupling between a conducting ionosphere and a magnetosphere via steady field-aligned currents cannot take place at Mercury, MESSENGER observations of plasmoid ejection, charged particle acceleration, and magnetic dipolarization events in the magnetotail plasma sheet are all indicators of substorm-like activity at Mercury [see Sundberg et al., 2012].

[6] MESSENGER’s three flybys of Mercury occurred during the most extended and deepest minimum of solar activity in nearly two centuries. Figure 1 shows the monthly sunspot number from 1995 to January 2012. It is clear that the solar forcing conditions during the times of the three MESSENGER flybys were at the very minimum of the approximately 11 year activity cycle. It is also clear that by the beginning of 2011, solar activity (as measured by average sunspot number) had begun to pick up markedly. By March 2011, when MESSENGER entered orbit about Mercury, solar activity had begun to approach the level that had been previously predicted (as shown by the smooth solid curve in Figure 1). Quite obviously, the period following Mercury orbit insertion has been one of much more frequent and powerful solar forcings of the Mercury system than was the case during the three planetary flyby periods.

2. Model Description and Data Sources

[7] As discussed previously by Baker et al. [2011], the Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA) model involves combined empirical and physics-based forecasts of the global solar wind flow [Arge and Pizzo, 2000; Arge et al., 2004]. It is used to predict the solar wind speed and IMF strength at Earth (as well as other points in the inner heliosphere) and is an extension of the original Wang and Sheeley [1992] model. The model uses ground-based observations of the solar surface magnetic field as input to a magnetostatic potential-field source surface (PFSS) model [Schatten et al., 1969] to estimate the current sheet properties between 2.5 and 5 Rs (Figure 2), where Rs is the solar radius. For the work reported here, solar magnetic field maps updated once per day (24 h cadence) were used. Outward flows in the corona were approximated by the imposition of radial field boundary conditions at the source surface and by empirical relationships of expansion factors to initialize solar wind speeds at this point. This surface is a Sun-centered sphere of radius 21.5 Rs.
Photometric field observations are the basic properties that drive the modeling. They serve as a key input to the coronal and solar wind models. Updated photometric magnetic maps, incremented regularly with new data, were constructed with magnetograms from the National Solar Observatory’s Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG) data set. The line-of-sight field measurements from these data sources were converted to the radial field component [Arge et al., 2004]. The radial magnetic field is the basis of the standard “forecast” version of the models. In this paper, as noted above, data from GONG were updated at a 24 h cadence and had scaled model parameters for the extended study.

Building upon WSA results for the region near the Sun, an ideal magnetohydrodynamic simulation, ENLIL, was subsequently used to model the solar wind flow outward to distances beyond 1 AU [Odstriel et al., 2004b]. The computational domain was a uniform grid in latitude and longitude occupying the sector of a sphere. The position of the inner boundary was at 0.1 AU (\(\approx 21.5 R_s\)), and the outer boundary was commonly set at 1.7 AU. The meridional and azimuthal ranges spanned 30°–150° in heliospheric colatitude and 0°–360° in longitude, respectively. The inner boundary lies in the supersonic region. The outer boundary at 1.7 AU allowed comparison of simulated temporal profiles of solar wind properties at and near the Earth’s position with spacecraft measurements by ACE or other space platforms [e.g., Odstriel et al., 2004a, 2004b].

The combined WSA-ENLIL modeling provides specification of the solar wind flow speed, plasma density, solar wind mean plasma temperature, and magnetic field strength throughout the inner heliosphere. As an example, a color representation of the radial flow speed \(V_r\) and density \(n\) of the solar wind plasma in the heliospheric equatorial plane computed for the entire inner heliosphere on 3 May 2011 is shown in Figure 3. The model results in this snapshot demonstrate that a broad solar wind stream region was present near the ecliptic plane during this time. The modeled solar wind speed enhancements (up to speeds of \(\sim 600\) km/s) at \(\sim 1\) AU were primarily in the longitude sector encompassing the azimuthal location of the Earth (i.e., \(-45°\) to \(+45°\) longitude). According to the model, the stream had not yet enveloped the STEREO-A spacecraft at the time of the snapshot but had passed the STEREO-B several days earlier.

The MESSENGER and Mercury were (obviously) collocated at the time shown in Figure 3 and were subjected to essentially the same solar wind flow conditions. From the perspective of Mercury’s magnetosphere, there was a modest solar wind speed enhancement expected on the day of this snapshot. The high-speed stream noted above would have further encountered MESSENGER for several days following the time of the image with the highest-speed (600 km/s) stream features expected to rotate over the Mercury location some 1–2 days later.

Baker et al. [2009, 2011] emphasized that correct characterization of the solar wind stream properties at the three separated spatial locations (ACE, STEREO-A, and STEREO-B) constitutes an important validation of the model’s overall capabilities. The stream arrival times in the model were found to be reasonably similar to the observations at the three widely spaced observing points (data not shown here). Such results confirm that the solar wind pattern in the inner heliosphere is essentially as predicted by the model and as illustrated in Figure 3. Our comparisons with the model output show that WSA-ENLIL normally does a satisfactory job of characterizing the solar wind and IMF data near, ahead, and behind the Earth locations as seen by the ACE and STEREO-A and -B spacecraft comparisons for the 2011 periods modeled in this paper.

For the present study, we used the WSA-ENLIL modeling results in conjunction with measurements from several MESSENGER spacecraft instruments. We placed particular emphasis on direct comparisons with observations by MESSENGER’s Magnetometer (MAG) [Anderson et al., 2007] and the Fast Imaging Plasma Spectrometer (FIPS) [Zurbuchen et al., 1998; Andrews et al., 2007] and Energetic Particle Spectrometer (EPS) sensors on the Energetic Particle and Plasma Spectrometer (EPPS) [Andrews et al., 2007].

### 3. Solar Wind and IMF Data—Model Comparisons

A broad synoptic view of the WSA-ENLIL model output covering the period from \(\sim 1\) March 2011 to December 2011 is shown in Figure 4. The panels show (from the first panel) the computed IMF field strength \(B\), solar wind density \(n\), solar wind speed \(V\), and mean solar wind temperature \(T\). The fifth and sixth panels of Figure 4 show the useful composite parameters Alfvén Mach number, \(M_A\), and solar wind dynamic pressure, \(P_{\text{dyn}} = \rho V^2\), where \(\rho = mn\) and \(m\) is the proton mass). Together, these computed model outputs provide the best available estimate of the ambient forcing conditions imposed by the solar wind at Mercury’s location.

Some obvious features reveal themselves in the model data. In the first panel \(B\) and also in the sixth panel...
(\(P_{\text{dyn}}\)), we see a clear periodic pattern of higher and then lower computed values. The period of this large-scale oscillation is about 90 days. This variation is quite evidently associated with the 88 day orbital motion of Mercury around the Sun. Because of its relatively high orbital eccentricity, Mercury’s heliocentric distance \(d\) varies from about 0.3 AU to more than 0.45 AU during one Mercury year. Past experience has shown that solar wind density and IMF strength decrease systematically with geocentric distance. As such, the planet (and consequently MESSENGER in orbit around the planet) will experience large swings in the average solar wind density (falling off as \(d^{-3}\)) and magnetic field strength (falling off as \(-d^{-2}\)). It is interesting that the \(n\), \(T\), and \(V\) parameters calculated from WSA-ENLIL show considerable temporal structure due to the solar wind stream properties that are captured by the modeling. However, it is \(B\) and \(P_{\text{dyn}}\) that show the heliocentric-distance effect the most smoothly and clearly.

[16] The model values for \(V\) and \(T\) closely correlate with one another throughout the period of analysis (Figure 4). On the other hand, the values of density tend to anticorrelate with \(V\) (and \(T\)) in many instances. Also note that the computed Alfvén Mach numbers, generally ranging in value between 5 and 10, are broadly anticorrelated with the dynamic pressure values. This anticorrelation follows naturally from the definition of \(M_A\) and the strong 88 day variations seen in \(B\) as portrayed in Figure 4. The shorter-period (10–20 day) variations in the \(V\), \(T\), and \(n\) parameters are due to solar wind stream structures [see Baker et al., 2009, 2011], which WSA-ENLIL models quite effectively.

[17] It is important to note that all of the calculated solar wind and IMF values shown in Figure 4 are estimates of ambient solar wind properties [e.g., Odstrcil and Pizzo, 1999; Odstrcil et al., 2004b]. For this purpose, no attempt has been made in the computations shown in the figure to include transient disturbances such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs) or related shock waves. Below we describe efforts to utilize the “cone model” [Zhao et al., 2002; Xie et al., 2004] extension to WSA-ENLIL to capture CMEs and other solar energetic particle events superimposed upon the ambient solar wind flow.

[18] A comparison of MESSENGER magnetic field measurements with the WSA-ENLIL model results is shown in Figure 5 as a function of day of year (DOY) during 2011. The MESSENGER data have been carefully screened [Korth et al., 2011; Winslow et al., 2012] to assure that MAG results only upstream of the Mercury bow shock are included in the plot.

[19] Overall, Figure 5 shows that the typical MAG values at any given time are in good agreement with the ENLIL values. Obviously, there is considerable variance in the MAG values, but the ENLIL curve follows the longer-term trends in the MESSENGER data quite well. Careful inspection shows that early in the comparison interval (DOY ≤ 200), the ENLIL values ride consistently lower than the MAG results. After about DOY 240 or so, the ENLIL model
values tend to be higher than the typical MAG values. The reason for this systematic change in relative values of model and data values is still being examined, but it may be related to increased CME activity.

Perhaps one of the most striking aspects of Figure 5 is the abundance of spikes in the MESSENGER data that stick far above the baseline of MAG values (and above the ENLIL model curve). These spikes are due to CME passages (with stronger magnetic fields in and draped around the CMEs) and other transient solar wind features that are not included in the ambient WSA-ENLIL modeling. As can be seen in the figure, these transient events can last for several days, and the magnetic field strengths during such episodes can often exceed $B_{\text{IMF}} = 40$ nT. The largest events (as in June 2011 and November 2011) can have $B_{\text{IMF}} > 80$ nT on average. These events represent very strong forcings of the Mercury system.

In analogy with Figure 5, we show comparisons of WSA-ENLIL results with FIPS measurements of solar wind speed in Figure 6a and solar wind temperature in Figure 6b. As described previously by Baker et al. [2011], because of the physical placement of the FIPS sensor on the MESSENGER spacecraft as well as spacecraft pointing constraints, it is not possible to obtain continuous and complete measurements of the plasma distribution functions. However, new retrieval methods [Gershman et al., 2012] have greatly increased the

Figure 4. The WSA-ENLIL model results for the period March 2011 through December 2011. Computed values of IMF $B$, $n$, $T$, $V$, $M_s$, and $P_{\text{dyn}}$ are shown from the first to the sixth panels, respectively. The red bar in the sixth panel shows the duration of the 88 day Mercury orbit around the Sun. The time of the snapshot shown in Figure 3 is indicated by the arrow in the first panel.
frequency and accuracy of FIPS solar wind parameter determinations. The data points in Figures 6a and 6b show the available measured FIPS results throughout our analysis interval.

From inspection of Figure 6a, we conclude that the modeled solar wind speeds generally fit the trends of the MESSENGER data. It appears that the agreement is better (for the most part) later in the comparison interval. Given the challenges of retrieving the true measured solar wind speeds, we argue that the ambient WSA-ENLIL values of \( V \) are probably the best forcing parameters we can use. We again note, however, that the ENLIL values in Figure 6a do not replicate the high-speed solar wind flows that would accompany CMEs and interplanetary shock waves.

Directly analogous remarks can be made about the WSA-ENLIL comparisons to FIPS solar wind temperature measurements in Figure 6b. In general, the data-model comparisons are reasonably good, and the trends are similar. Here again, we would suggest that for several of the cases in which FIPS measured temperatures were much higher than the modeled values, there could have been transient solar wind disturbances.

Because of the powerful trends seen in various solar wind and IMF quantities imparted by Mercury’s large excursions in heliocentric distance, we have modeled, and endeavored to remove, orbital trends from the ENLIL-generated parameters. Figure 7 shows in the first panel the ENLIL-computed dynamic solar wind pressure (see Figure 4 above). Overplotted on the model output is a simple trend curve that depends solely on the heliocentric distance of Mercury. As can be readily seen, the smooth curve follows the general pressure excursions closely. This orbital effect evidently accounts for the largest-scale and lowest-frequency excursions of \( P_{\text{dyn}} \).

In the second panel of Figure 7, we show \( \delta P_{\text{dyn}} \), the difference between the ENLIL-generated values and the smooth trend curve in the first panel. This curve shows the “residual” dynamic pressure variations computed within the model. Similarly, in the third panel of Figure 7, we show the residual values of modeled solar wind density (\( \delta n \)), and in the fourth panel we show the residual values of the IMF magnitude (\( \delta B \)). Perhaps the most surprising feature in all of the panels is the large systematic departure of \( \delta B \) from the “baseline” values for the period from DOY ~240 through DOY ~320. This offset is still being evaluated in our modeling efforts.
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**Figure 6.** (a) Comparison of MESSENGER solar wind plasma flow speed observations (red dots) and ENLIL model results (blue curves) as discussed in the text. (b) Comparison of solar wind temperature from the ENLIL model (blue curves) and MESSENGER observations (red dots).
As noted above, a full treatment of solar wind modeling would require inclusion of CMEs and other transient interplanetary features. The much more active Sun during 2011–2012 (see Figure 1) compared with 2008–2010 means that many interplanetary transients are now occurring each month. The community [see Pizzo et al., 2011] has been using the cone model extension to WSA-ENLIL to capture CME behavior. Figure 8 shows a striking example of this capability for a period of highly disturbed solar wind in late November 2011. This figure is the cone-model equivalent of the ambient model polar projection shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 8, a localized, dense, crescent-shaped feature may be seen to have moved out through the heliosphere. The feature was located primarily in the 0°–90°W.
longitudinal sector of the ecliptic plane. In the full WSA-ENLIL cone simulation, the CME in the model started at 0700 UTC on 26 November 2011, and it swept past Mercury (and MESSENGER) early on 27 November. The CME impacted Earth rather squarely on 28 November and also hit the STEREO-A spacecraft on 28 November as well. This CME was one of the stronger events from the Sun seen during the period of resurgent solar activity in late 2011.

Details of the MESSENGER measurements of magnetic field and ENLIL modeling for this active November 2011 period are shown in Figure 9. The data show that the IMF $B$ values typically ranged from ~15 to ~30 nT. The ENLIL modeling showed an estimated value of $B$ ranging from ~25 nT at the beginning of the period down to a value of ~22 nT at the end of the interval. Thus, the typical value of $B_{IMF}$ measured by MAG on MESSENGER agreed reasonably well with the ENLIL model results. A strong enhancement of $B_{IMF}$ showing a rapid rise (and slower decline) commenced right at the beginning of 27 November. The forecast version of WSA-ENLIL (with the cone extension) predicted that a strong CME would reach MESSENGER at ~0550 UTC on 27 November. Thus, the arrival time predicted by the model was late by some 5–6 h. Otherwise the model fit well the actual observations.

4. Magnetospheric and Exospheric Effectiveness of Solar Wind Forcing

The results presented in the previous section suggest that the ENLIL model outputs are a reasonably accurate portrayal of the solar wind and IMF conditions that affected Mercury over the period from March 2011 onward. Given the challenges to obtaining continuous, accurate measurements of solar wind properties near Mercury [see Gershman et al., 2012], as argued above, WSA-ENLIL model results probably give us the best available solar wind “indices” for studying the magnetospheric and exospheric properties of Mercury. In principle, the ENLIL model results can provide continuous solar wind and IMF parameter estimation. The in situ measurements of such parameters by MESSENGER instruments, of course, can be made only when the spacecraft is outside of the Mercury magnetosphere and upstream of Mercury’s bow shock.

Several of the solar wind and IMF parameters that we might assume a priori would drive Mercury’s magnetospheric properties are shown in Figure 4. From experience at Earth, we know that bow shock and magnetopause positions depend strongly on solar wind dynamic pressure, for example [Shue et al., 1997]. Similarly, we know from Earth experience that magnetospheric dynamics and substorms depend strongly on the interplanetary electric field $E_{IMF}$ [e.g., Baker et al., 1996]. For this latter source of forcing, we know that $E_{IMF}=V_{SW} \times B_{IMF}$. As described in section 3, we believe the value of $V$ from WSA-ENLIL is a broadly reliable estimator of $V_{SW}$. A recognized limitation of the ENLIL modeling, however, is that we cannot specify with any great certainty or accuracy the north-south component of the IMF [see Baker et al., 2009, 2011].

Because of these limitations, we have adopted a “hybrid” approach for some purposes. In other words, we have used the WSA-ENLIL model outputs for all solar wind plasma properties (e.g., $V$, $n$, $T$), and we have used the most current available IMF parameters from in situ upstream measurements by the MAG instrument on MESSENGER.
Of course, such IMF measurements were not available when the spacecraft was inside the magnetospheric system of Mercury, but for extended portions of each 12h orbit during MESSENGER’s primary orbital mission, there were IMF observations. In particular, actual values of $B_z$ can be specified. The hybrid index, $V(ENLIL)B_z(MESSENGER) = VB_z$ then gives us a crucial estimate of the rectified solar wind electric field, $E_{IMF}$. The hybrid forcing index $VB_z$ computed for the period March 2011 to November 2011 is shown in Figure 10. In keeping with the above prescription, we show $VB_z$ as a 12 h average value, and we have used whatever interplanetary $B_z$ values were available in that averaging interval from the MESSENGER MAG data set. The figure shows broad time intervals when $VB_z$ was relatively high in value and shows similarly broad periods when the average $VB_z$ values were low, e.g., 1–2 mV/m. Overall, we would expect the Mercury system to have been subjected to a wide range of solar wind forcing conditions extending over at least two orders of magnitude (i.e., from $VB_z \sim 0.1$ to ~30 mV/m).
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**Figure 11.** (a) Relation between mean magnetopause standoff distance (in units of Mercury radii, $R_M$) and solar wind velocity (computed by ENLIL). The red line shows the linear least squares fit of the mean $R_{ss}$ values versus $V$. The blue histogram (axis to the right) shows the number of magnetopause location values for each solar wind speed interval in the black histograms. (b) Relation between mean magnetopause standoff distance and solar wind dynamic pressure ($P_{dyn}$) computed by ENLIL. The red curve shows the expected $P_{dyn}^{-1/6}$ dependence of $R_{ss}$ (see text).

Of course, how can we utilize the solar wind forcing quantities defined here? Figure 11 provides a specific illustration. In Figures 11a and 11b, we have used the magnetopause subsolar standoff distance ($R_{ss}$) estimated by R.M. Winslow et al. (Mercury’s magnetopause and bow shock from MESSENGER Magnetometer observations, submitted to *Journal of Geophysical Research*, 2012). Figure 11a shows $R_{ss}$ values (in units of Mercury radii, $R_M$) versus ENLIL solar wind velocity ($V$). Figure 11b shows $R_{ss}$ values versus $P_{dyn}$. The...
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**Figure 12.** (a) Mean values of magnetic disturbance index (MDI) versus ENLIL-computed solar wind speed. (b) Mean MDI values versus ENLIL $\delta B$. (c) Mean MDI values versus hybrid $VB_z$ (as shown in Figure 10).
higher-time-resolution determinations of $R_{sw}$ are quite scattered (Winslow et al., submitted manuscript, 2012), with many hundreds of values acquired from the MESSENGER passages, so we show comparisons with histograms of mean values. In Figures 11a and 11b, we indicate in blue the number of samples that were utilized to derive the values (black histogram). As is clear from the plots, the model solar wind parameters order and organize the mean observed standoff distances fairly well. In Figure 11a, the least squares line fit through the histogram midpoints has a linear correlation coefficient of $r = 0.440$. In Figure 11b, we show the relationship that would be expected for $R_{sw}$ versus $P_{dyn}$, namely $R_{sw} \sim P_{dyn}^{1/6}$. We have looked at other parameters (e.g., $n$, $T$, $M_A$), but $V$ and $P_{dyn}$ show the best correlations with $R_{sw}$ (as might have been anticipated). The higher the solar wind speed or dynamic pressure, the more “compressed” is Mercury’s magnetosphere (see Winslow et al., submitted manuscript, 2012).

[34] Another interesting relationship to explore has to do with general levels of magnetic activity within the Mercury magnetosphere. Anderson et al. [2012] analyzed MESSENGER magnetic field fluctuations for times when the spacecraft clearly was inside the magnetospheric cavity. Both “high-frequency” wave power (periods in the range...
properties must be playing key roles as well.
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A comparison of NS count rates versus the ENLIL-derived solar wind temperature is shown in Figure 14. We compute that the logarithm of the individual NS count rate versus the mean value of $T$ has a correlation coefficient $r=0.930$. How-

ever, as with the comparison with $V$, the individual NS samples show a much more considerable scatter ($r=0.25$).

Despite this scatter, these comparisons show that energetic particle bursts are generally modulated by solar wind forcing, even though internal magnetospheric processes and properties must be playing key roles as well.

As a last example, we explore the utility of ENLIL results for ordering and organizing measurements of Mercury’s exosphere made with the Mercury Atmospheric and Surface Composition Spectrometer (MASCS) [McClintock and Lankton, 2007] on the MESSENGER spacecraft. Recent MASCS observations of the density of neutral sodium on Mercury’s equatorial dayside [e.g., Cassidy et al., 2012] have shown strong seasonal changes.

In Figure 15 we show what we call the dayside sodium (Na) “exospheric index” (EI). This index is the zenith column density inferred by MASCS [Cassidy et al., 2012] times the photoionization rate for Na, which yields the column-integrated Na ion production rate. Figure 15a shows EI versus ENLIL-derived solar wind temperature ($T$). Also shown in Figure 15a are histograms of mean and median values. The scattered points have almost no correlation ($r=0.06$) with $T$. The red line is the least squares fit of EI versus the binned $T$ and the correlation coefficient is $r=0.55$. Figure 15b shows the EI values versus ENLIL-derived solar wind density ($n$). As is evident, the EI values versus binned $n$ value show a much stronger negative correlation ($r=−0.95$).

Although the results in Figure 15b may suggest a substantial control of dayside exospheric Na production by solar wind parameters (especially $n$), we note that Cassidy et al. [2012] found a strong dependence of low-altitude Na on Mercury orbital true anomaly. As depicted in Figure 4, solar wind density and other solar wind quantities are strongly dependent on Mercury season (i.e., the planet’s radial distance from the Sun), so we infer that the relationships in Figure 15b are controlled by Mercury’s distance from the Sun. Measurements of Na at higher latitudes and high altitudes, as well as measurements of other exospheric species, might clarify the dependence of exospheric properties on variations in solar wind conditions. In Figure 15c, we show the EI values plotted versus the detrended density values ($\delta n$) from Figure 7. We see that there is a weaker dependence of EI on the binned $\delta n$ values ($r=−0.66$).

A compilation of the correlation coefficients associated with each of the regression fits performed in this study is given in Table 1. Essentially all of the fits were first performed between the WSA-ENLIL model parameters and the primary data-derived values or indices. These (generally) low correlation coefficients are shown in the parenthetical values in Table 1. We also show the (generally) higher correlation coefficients between the ENLIL parameters and the binned parameters in the figures above. Obviously, binning or smoothing of data greatly (and artificially) increases the correlation strength.

### 5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we have shown several comparisons between a widely used space weather modeling tool (WSA-ENLIL) and direct measurements of solar wind and IMF properties near Mercury as measured by instruments on the MESSENGER spacecraft. As noted here, there are well-understood reasons, due to instrument placement and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solar Wind Index</th>
<th>Velocity ($V$)</th>
<th>Temperature ($T$)</th>
<th>Density ($n$)</th>
<th>$VB_\Sigma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnetopause standoff distance</td>
<td>$−0.44 (−0.16)$</td>
<td>$−0.28$</td>
<td>$−0.15$</td>
<td>$−$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic disturbance index</td>
<td>$0.88 (0.25)$</td>
<td>$−0.05$</td>
<td>$−0.36$</td>
<td>$0.56 (0.26)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron Spectrometer count rate</td>
<td>$0.94 (0.34)$</td>
<td>$0.93 (0.25)$</td>
<td>$−0.25$</td>
<td>$−$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium exospheric index</td>
<td>$0.03$</td>
<td>$0.55 (0.06)$</td>
<td>$−0.95 (−0.05)$</td>
<td>$−$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aValues in parentheses are “raw” correlations as discussed in the text whereas nonparenthetical entries are correlations for binned data.*

2–20 s) and “low-frequency” wave power (periods of 20–300 s) were assessed. In Figure 12, we show histograms of the mean values of the 2–20 s magnetic disturbance index (MDI) plotted versus several solar wind parameters. (As in Figure 11, we show as blue histograms the number of sample points in each interval). In Figure 12a, it is seen that MDI is strongly correlated with the binned $V$ values; the linear correlation coefficient is $r=0.88$. In contrast, there is a negative correlation ($r=−0.37$) for mean MDI versus $6B$ (ENLIL) (Figure 12b). The correlation of mean MDI with hybrid $V_{B_\Sigma}$ is strong in absolute value (Figure 12c), and the correlation is positive ($r=0.56$) for the binned data, although the high correlation in this case is in part the result of a few extreme values of $V_{B_\Sigma}$; the vast majority of values of MDI lie in the $V_{B_\Sigma}$ range of 1–10 mV/m. The results presented in Figure 12 nonetheless indicate that the hybrid index $V_{B_\Sigma}$ and the high-frequency magnetospheric activity index are correlated, as would be expected for strong interplanetary electric field forcing of magnetospheric fluctuations.

As a further illustration of the use of ENLIL-derived solar wind and IMF parameters, we show energetic particle burst data [Ho et al., 2011, 2012] in Figure 13. Rather than use the EPS events analyzed in detail by Ho et al. [2012], we use the simpler and more robust energetic electron burst data set (energy $E≥20$ keV) detected by MESSENGER’s Neutron Spectrometer (NS) [see Ho et al., 2011]. As seen in Figure 13, there is wide scatter in the peak NS counting rates (counts/s) when plotted versus $V$ (ENLIL). The linear correlation coefficient between the logarithm of the individual NS count rate values and $V$ is only $r=0.34$. However, examination of mean values (solid black histogram) or median values (dashed red histogram) indicates an obvious positive relationship between the NS electron bursts and the solar wind speed forcing. Note that the blue line in Figure 13 is the least squares fit to individual points; the trend line agrees well with the histogram of mean and median values.

A comparison of NS count rates versus the ENLIL-derived solar wind temperature is shown in Figure 14. We compute that the logarithm of the NS count rate versus the mean value of $T$ has a correlation coefficient $r=0.930$. How-

ever, as with the comparison with $V$, the individual NS samples show a much more considerable scatter ($r=0.25$). Despite this scatter, these comparisons show that energetic particle bursts are generally modulated by solar wind forcing, even though internal magnetospheric processes and properties must be playing key roles as well.

As a last example, we explore the utility of ENLIL results for ordering and organizing measurements of Mercury’s exosphere made with the Mercury Atmospheric and Surface Composition Spectrometer (MASCS) [McClintock and Lankton, 2007] on the MESSENGER spacecraft. Recent MASCS observations of the density of neutral sodium on
spacecraft pointing constraints, that the plasma instrument (FIPS) on MESSENGER cannot always sample the solar wind distribution functions adequately [see Gershman et al., 2012]. From present as well as prior work [e.g., Baker et al., 2009, 2011], we know that the most challenging solar wind measurement to obtain is the complete number density. However, new retrieval methods [Gershman et al., 2012] show that quite often it is possible to obtain sound estimates of solar wind speed and temperature. Our comparisons of data and model results in this paper show generally good agreement for those times when FIPS was able to retrieve such information.

The magnetic field data from MESSENGER are generally more complete and “cleaner” than the plasma measurements throughout the orbit of Mercury. We have shown here that the “ambient” WSA-ENLIL model values for the IMF strength (B) agree well with the baseline measurements of the MESSENGER Magnetometer. The major discrepancies between MAG measurements and ENLIL results can be attributed to transient solar wind events associated with CMEs and interplanetary shock waves. We have also suggested that the cone model extension to the ambient WSA-ENLIL code may help us account for the most powerful CME events in the 2011 data analysis interval.

Some of the utility of the WSA-ENLIL results for organizing MESSENGER magnetosphere and exosphere observations has been demonstrated here. We have shown that model outputs such as V and T, as well as composite parameters such as Pdyn, provide order to plasma boundary locations. We have also shown that the ENLIL-related indices and solar wind forcing parameters are evidently related to magnetospheric activity levels and energetic particle burst properties.

We draw from our experience and analyses presented here that tools originally intended for Earth-based space weather purposes can have much broader and more general applications. With the use of WSA-ENLIL, we can provide contextual information for planetary studies that simply would not otherwise be available. Such modeling can clearly help fill gaps that exist in the record of in situ spacecraft observations. Also, the evidence from our research suggests that WSA-ENLIL model values can be specified throughout the inner heliosphere and can provide information in support of ground-based planetary observations and campaigns. As a general matter, we believe that the work reported here demonstrates that solar wind modeling tools can beneficially bring heliospheric science expertise to bear on planetary exploration programs.
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